ESTOS ProCall Enterprise

Communicate and Collaborate – Effectively!
Business-class Unified Communications Software
// Unified Communications & Classic CTI

ESTOS ProCall Enterprise
Unified Communications for Companies.
ESTOS solution for integrating telephony and IT.

Computer telephony integration (CTI) has become an essential component of modern Unified Communications solutions. Recently, the options for linking information technology and telephony have multiplied dramatically. At the
same time, demands on technology and the know-how required to use it successfully have increased. As a technology
leader and Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, ESTOS has been developing components and solutions for this rapidly
expanding sector since 1997.

What is Computer Telephony Integration?
Computer telephony integration (CTI) refers to linking
telephony with information technology. With CTI, computer programs and applications can be used for telephony functions, like the ability to automatically set up, pick
up and hang up calls. Furthermore, CTI uses callback and
forwarding functions to connect callers and set up conference calls. Typical CTI programs notify the user of the
status of all telephones end devices, regardless of whether they are wired or mobile DECT devices. Integration
with information technology happens on several different levels: integration of data services, integration on
the application level and integration in the user interfaces. With CTI a distinction is made between the two
architectures, although hybrid versions are possible.
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First Party – the individual workstation
CTI solutions can be utilized by individuals or deployed
in network-based settings for integration of multiparty
teams, most single workstation solutions are directly connected between the telephone and the computer, which
can also be set up using LAN.

Third Party – teams, partners, contacts
For network solutions, a CTI server centrally controls
the telephone and its assignment to users and generally
offers intelligent services in addition to administrative
applications. These all establish the basis for collaborating as a team, which ultimately creates more benefits
and increased value compared to single workstation
solutions. ESTOS ProCall Enterprise uses an extremely
powerful and scalable third-party CTI implementation
that works with all VoIP, hybrid and classic TDM telephone systems that support CSTA or TAPI.
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Bring Worlds Together.

Real-time collaboration requires software that enables individuals, teams and organizations to quickly and efficiently
accomplish various tasks. In an enterprise, the software used to handle these tasks must integrate seamlessly into business and communications processes to meet expectations and deliver significant benefits.

Unified Communications
Following the convergence of telephony-technologies
(Voice over IP), a convergence of software applications is
now taking place on PC workstations. Modern Internetoriented protocols such as SIP accelerate this process. The
goal is to enable individuals, teams and organizations to
handle their tasks more quickly and efficiently.
Behind the scenes, CTI is becoming more important, as it
ties telephony functionality into virtually all communication-oriented business applications on the desktop. The
classic CTI dialing assistance application has turned into a
suite of Unified Communications applications, including
CTI, presence management and instant messaging

services, which have become nearly as popular as e-mail
for quick and confidential communication among colleagues, customers and partners.
Thanks to interfaces that can be individually configured
for the best possible workflow, the user has a good overview of the various activities at a workstation and can
control them. Transparency prevails on the server side,
without which there would be no way to meet the requirements for integration with other applications.

CTI and real-time collaboration
Today, telephony, e-mail and instant messaging are
basic components of business communications and of
collaboration in a commercial environment. The focus is
on business and communication processes, which need to
be optimized. Currently, the top priority is the integration of real-time media at the application level.

What does this mean for a company?
In coming years real-time collaboration applications
within the framework of Unified Communications will be
essential for business - whether as an integrated solution
or as a separate component (best of breed). When evaluating software it is important to check that Unified Communications components – such as computer telephony,
presence services and instant messaging – can be combined and integrated as needed for future-proofing.

Microsoft Office Integration
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ESTOS ProCall Enterprise
Optimize Recurring Tasks
Fast information about dialog partners and contacts

ESTOS ProCall Enterprise is a Unified Communications solution that offers enterprise-class computer
telephony, presence management and instant messaging to improve business processes in communications-intensive
applications. The client-server solution offers numerous services that optimize user workflows, simplify recurring tasks
and minimize errors.

What is ESTOS ProCall Enterprise?
ESTOS ProCall Enterprise is a Unified Communications
solution featuring CTI, presence management and
instant messaging designed for companies that want
to improve their business processes in communicationsintensive applications. The modular client-server solution
for Microsoft Windows and Office environments comprises powerful components that enable deep integration
with the existing IT infrastructure and compatibility with
emerging technologies to protect current and future
investments.

What sets ESTOS ProCall Enterprise apart?
Continuous innovation has made ESTOS ProCall Enterprise a technological leader – a trail-blazing original that
is setting standards for competitors. ESTOS ProCall Enterprise is certified by numerous telecommunications and IT
technology partners that all confirm – without exception
– its reliable functionality and trouble-free operation.

How does ESTOS ProCall Enterprise work?
The ESTOS ProCall Enterprise server is a tool for user
administration and permissions management, and offers
authentication-based security. It maintains central log
files and journals and integrates databases while centrally controling the lines of CTI-capable end devices. Various
services can be integrated using a software development
kit (SDK). Special drivers (Remote TAPI Service Provider)
are available to facilitate communication with other
clients and servers. Their transparent implementation
using Microsoft TAPI guarantees unlimited compatibility
with all Microsoft TAPI-compatible applications.
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Microsoft Outlook, Lotus Notes and others
ESTOS offers ProCall Enterprise client versions that are
optimized for Microsoft Outlook/Exchange, Lotus Notes
and Tobit David InfoCenter. Along with their ability to
assist in dialing, both client types offer contact, journal
and task management. The solutions also include team
functions that can be flexibly integrated into almost any
scenario and feature with Microsoft Outlook calendars
and short messaging services (SMS).

Work Effectively.

ESTOS ProCall Enterprise enables quick and easy access to contacts and information while communicating with customers and partners. This allows employees to provide professional assistance at any time.
The immediate availability of customer data enables employees to individually greet callers, an essential
advantage. The notice function delivers information and content about the last communication that can be seen and
used during the current conversation.

Quick access to contacts and information
The graphical user interface is intuitive and simple. The
search function is contact-based and provides more sophisticated filtering options. The search results, or the
found contacts, can be processed in a single workflow
within leading business applications. When a call comes
in, the contact information pops up in the preferred
context. Unknown phone numbers can be easily assigned
to an already existing or new contact.

Always professional and relevant
The pop-up or automatic opening of contact data for an
incoming call enables a brief period of preparation that
lets the user address the customer personally. The automatic, pop-up, however, does not require the call to be
answered. The pop-up can be configured and customized
in any way the user sees fit. The user determines which
windows will open, for example, whether a discrete
speech bubble, Microsoft Outlook contact or CRM application is auto-generated.
Journals can be adapted to personal requirements in a
similar manner. Information about a missed call can be
sent to any e-mail address and a return call can be made
or planned with a simple mouse click. Information about
the selected contacts can also be displayed for outgoing
calls.

Memos and project assignment
General information and memos on conversations or
dialog partners can be easily recorded and accessed at
any time. The services also include assignment to project
codes or client-based categories, as well as interfaces for
centralized evaluation of this data.

Seamless integration with business applications
For outgoing calls, the integration of ESTOS ProCall
Enterprise into Microsoft Windows means users can
directly dial numbers and retrieve personal contacts
from nearly every application. Plug-ins enable seamless
integration into GUIs and intelligent interfaces with the
contact data in Microsoft Office applications, Microsoft
Outlook and Lotus Notes.

Main- and Conversation Window
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ESTOS ProCall Enterprise
Improve Collaboration.
Organize all important information about dialog partners –
individually and clearly.

The “Active Contacts”-Technology in ESTOS ProCall puts the focus on the individual. With active contacts, users can
track information such as contact data and telephony status in real time, and trigger certain tasks. These presence management mechanisms, including integration with the Microsoft Outlook calendar, make sure you always know when
and via which medium your contact partners are available.

What are “Active Contacts”?
Active contacts are contacts that you receive more information about. The ESTOS ProCall server links all known
contacts with information and the actions of various
services, including telephony, calendar and personal
presence management services that provide comprehensive information about the availability of a particular
contact. This also enables integrating contacts that are
not connected via CTI – a key advantage over classic CTI
applications.

On holiday. Now what?
Users can set up and activate call redirect functionality
for end devices based on scenarios or user-defined presence settings. The appropriate forwarding scenario
can be activated by setting a presence or absence status
(line 1 to mailbox, line 2 to mobile). For other users’ end
devices, e.g. in boss/secretary scenarios, calls can be picked
up and redirects can be monitored, set and deleted – provided the users have the appropriate authorization.

When can we meet?
With the team monitor you can see the availability of all
your contacts at a glance. You see who can take a call,
who’s on the line already, who’s busy and who doesn’t
want to be disturbed. You can also see who is away, when
that person is scheduled to return and why they are
absent. Integration with the Outlook calendar offers an
application area outside of telephony, making it possible,
for example, to group calendar users and resources such
as meeting rooms in your monitor.

Always have the big picture
Active contacts and multifunction buttons can be logically combined into any number of groups in two hierarchical levels. These can be freely positioned on the desktop. In its basic state, Active Directory and server-based
contacts can be imported as active contacts. There is a
default group that includes all ESTOS ProCall users, so
you can refer to all available active contacts when you
need to.
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Everything at a Glance.

So that you always have a personal overview, the active contacts displayed in ESTOS ProCall Enterprise and multifunction buttons can be individually organised and grouped. Practical functions round out the services of the Collaboration
Monitor, such as a short messaging service with which entire teams can be addressed.

Personal sense of order
ESTOS ProCall Enterprise can be placed anywhere on the
screen or ‘docked’ at the upper, lower or side edge or in
a discrete auto-hide mode like that of the Windows application bar. Each user can apply their own concept for
grouping contacts and buttons. Locations, organizational
and departmental structures, virtual project teams and
‘MyFriends’ can be grouped. A single contact can be assigned to several groups.

Tell everybody!
Individual users can exchange brief messages using the
integrated instant messaging system. For external partners an SMS option is available. Received and sent IM and
SMS messages are recorded using history entries. Entire
groups can also be addressed at the same time, meaning
several participants can be informed simultaneously.

Monitor with Groups

Multifunction buttons
Users with CTI capability can take advantage of a
multifunction button. CTI functions and actions can
be triggered based on the statuses of corresponding
contacts, such as available, busy, absent and do not
disturb. You can easily pick up calls, activate call redirects
or assign specific numbers to buttons. Any number of
custom actions can also be set up. This allows you, for
example, to send a system code that activates a door
opener.

Nothing forgotten – journals and tasks
Missed calls and unreachable business partners can be
managed with an array of configurable journals and
tasks. Personalized journals offer information about
conversations with a contact and,if desired, this information can be made available across the entire company.
Microsoft Outlook users can benefit from the integration
of these functions in the application. Call-backs, new calls
set-ups and memos about calls can be processed easily
and quickly.
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ESTOS ProCall Enterprise
A Solid Platform for Many Services.
Easy integration, configuration and
administration minimize costs.

Central server services are at the heart of the ESTOS ProCall Enterprise. Those services are divided into
user management – also in Active Directory if desired, telephony integration, interface services, databases,
status monitoring and a central caller journal. They are characterized by straightforward and uncomplicated configuration and minimal time needed for administration in continuous operation.

Central server services
The ESTOS ProCall Enterprise server provides various central server services, configuration and administration for
clients and applications on a rigid, scalable and cascadable platform. Connection to IP, hybrid or classic TDM
telephone systems is made using this platform. It offers
mechanisms for fallback and reconnect, which the server
continues to make available even if the telephone system
has failed. The mechanism also provides client reconnect
in case the server hardware is not available due to maintenance. Operation does not require a Windows domain.

Users and telephones
Within the framework of connecting the server for telephony, devices and lines from the telephone system
are made available as resources for computer telephony.
User management involves assigning lines to users and
computers and a customized and differentiated distribution of rights, depending on the scenario. This makes it
easy to address the special requirements of boss/secretary connections. User management can alternatively be
handled with the Microsoft Active Directory, which saves
both time and money. Other user management systems
can also be integrated.

Interface services
The server employs different interfaces to interact with
various applications. Users can set up messaging services
or integrate hardware for recording calls. The interfaces
are freely configurable. In addition, there is a software
development kit (SDK) with a description of software
interfaces and examples for integrating third-party
applications.
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Boost Efficiency.

There are solutions of various levels of complexity for integrating other applications. These range from a simple wizard
on the desktop to a full software development kit. Contact data can be integrated as native data with the client for
Microsoft Outlook or Lotus Notes and LDAP. The telephone directory with reverse lookup can also be integrated. Using
ESTOS MetaDirectory can expand integration options.

Simple searches with rapid results – company-wide
Searching for employee and contact data in various company databases can be a time consuming process. Typically, databases for various business areas need to be
browsed to find the desired records. The ESTOS ProCall
client includes an ODBC and a powerful LDAP interface
for linking contact databases that goes beyond Outlook/
Exchange (from private and public folders), Lotus Notes
and Tobit David InfoCenter contacts.

Databases
In many cases it makes sense to connect contact databases and telephone books centrally. To facilitate this, the
telephone directory can be integrated with the server as
a data source. The optional ESTOS MetaDirectory can be
used to enable access to almost every standard contact
database format. This means Microsoft Exchange, Lotus Notes, Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Navision, Tobit
David, DATEV, Steps Business Solutions, SAP Business One
and all LDAP or ODBC-compatible databases, CRM and
ERP systems can be centrally connected. An address pool
consolidated with ESTOS MetaDirectory can also be made
available as an Intranet telephone book for users without
an ESTOS ProCall Enterprise client

Server Line Management
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ESTOS ProCall Enterprise
Meet the Challenge of Tough Demands.
Leverage the technology expertise of ESTOS for your project.

Intelligent drivers for standard client connections and networked systems enable the best possible connection. Options
for native device drivers and middleware for different systems are also available. This makes it possible to realize
infinitely scalable multi-site and multi-vendor scenarios in Citrix cluster solutions with load balancing.

Intelligent drivers and middleware
Drivers come into play in the communication between
clients and servers. They provide access to telephony for
two lines using Microsoft TAPI. For demanding scenarios
with networked servers, there is a special high-performance type of driver (MultiLine). Many telephone
system manufacturers offer drivers for converting their proprietary protocols to the CSTA and TAPI standards.
Some, however, offer no drivers or cannot meet the high
demands of the market. With ESTOS ECSTA, ESTOS offers
middleware in 32- and 64-bit versions for various systems.
Each version is created in close collaboration with manufacturers, guaranteeing reliable and tested functionality.

MultiSite and MultiVendor
These drivers and/or middleware solutions help create
highly scalable systems. For mergers and acquisitions the
integration of distributed systems (MultiSite) by various
PBX vendors (MultiVendor) is required. ESTOS ProCall
Enterprise can tackle this challenge head on. It can
display the exact presence information at any location for
each user within the network. ESTOS specialities include
complex projects in Windows Terminal Server and Citrix
environments. ESTOS ProCall Enterprise can also be used
for Citrix Server solutions clustered for load balancing.
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Solve Problems.

The installation wizard, with its simple operability and logical design, ensures easy installation and initial configuration. For larger installations there is also the option of automatically distributing the software. An automatic client update service for the convenient downloading of software updates eliminates the need for on-site technicians,
reducing costs.

Installation and initial configuration
Easy-to-understand wizards make it easy to install and
configure ESTOS ProCall Enterprise software for the first
time. For larger installations administrators can distribute
client software automatically using MSI and GPO mechanisms.

Test first, then purchase
Like all ESTOS products, ESTOS ProCall Enterprise can be
downloaded as a 45-day trial version with the full feature-set enabled, at no charge and without registering.
This allows you to test the software completely within
your own environment before you decide to buy it.
Licence keys for the unlimited version can be obtained
from our distribution partners, qualified system integrators and specialised dealers.

Server Remote Installation

Automatic client update
ESTOS ProCall Enterprise is continually being updated.
Minor release updates are always made available free of
charge to existing customers. An automatic client update
service that is controlled and monitored centrally from a
server can also be set up.

Client Update Info
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ESTOS GmbH
Petersbrunner Str. 3a
D-82319 Starnberg

ESTOS ProCall Enterprise
System requirements

Telefon: +49 (8151) 36856177
Fax:
+49 (8151) 36856199
info@estos.de
www.estos.de

PBX - Hardware
• TAPI- or CSTA-compatible PBX
PC-Server - Hardware
• Workstation with 1 GHz
• 512 MB memory
• 1 GB hard disk

// Presented by:
PC-Server - Software
• Microsoft Windows 2000, XP, 2003, 2008 &
2008 R2 Server, Vista, 7
• Compliant with 32-& 64-bit Microsoft Windows OS

PC-Client - Software
• Microsoft Windows 2000, XP Professional, Vista, 7
• Compliant with 32-& 64-bit Microsoft Windows OS
Optional Environment
• ESTOS MetaDirectory Version 2.0
• Microsoft Exchange Version 5.5, or higher
• Microsoft Outlook Version 97, or higher
• Lotus Notes Version 6.5, or higher
• Tobit David InfoCenter Version V8, or higher
• Citrix XenApp™ Version 4.5, or higher

// The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners.
Current as of: 09/2010 · Technical modifications reserved

